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Accelerated Reader Information
Accelerated Reader Information

Generates a list of titles with their Accelerated Reader points, reading levels, and test numbers

This information is saved in the 526 MARC field.

Use(s)

Librarians and teachers can run this report to get a list of titles within a specified reading level and/or point count range for reading assignments, 
lessons, or activities.

Use an import to update or add study program information to existing titles. Or, individually update or add a title's study program(s) on the Pr
 of a title record.tabograms 
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Selections

Titles with a test: Choose whether to include titles with a test, without a test, or either.

Options

Example Report

Back to Top

Fountas and Pinnell Information
Fountas and Pinnell Information

Generates a list of titles and their Fountas and Pinnell reading levels

This information is saved in the 521 MARC field.

Use(s)

Librarians and teachers can run this report to get a list of titles within a specified reading level range for reading assignments, lessons, or activities.



Selections Options

Example Report

Back to Top

Guided Reading Information
Guided Reading Information

Generates a list of titles and their Guided Reading levels

This information is saved in the 521 MARC field.

Use(s)

Librarians and teachers can run this report to get a list of titles within a specified reading level range for reading assignments, lessons, or activities. 



Selections Options

Example Report

Back to Top

Patron Lexile
Patron Lexile

Generates a list of patrons and their   scores Lexile

THIS REPORT HAS BEEN MOVED TO LEGACY and replaced by the Patron Programs report.

Use(s)

If needed, create  that automatically send every teacher a list of their students' Lexile scores at the beginning of each school saved reports
year. Teachers can then review what levels their students are at and make more informed decisions when assigning a particular book as a 
reading assignment.

Run this report to preview the reading levels in a particular class before they come to the library. Use the   1 Line format report and select for a 
. This allows librarians to make more appropriate recommendations, eliminating some of the frustration particular class using Patrons from

that patrons feel when they check out an item that is too difficult for them.
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Selections Options

Format: The  format only shows each student's current score while the  1 Line Detailed
format shows all scores, past and present.

Example Reports

1 Line format Detailed format

Back to Top

Patron Lexile Graph

Patron Lexile Graph

Generates a graph for each patron showing their  scores over the years as well as default scores for comparisonLexile

Use(s)

This report is only available to those registered for Expanded Lexile Services. If you're interested in adding this integration, contact our 
.Sales Team
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Send these graphs to parents/guardians each year to keep them updated on their child's reading level. Teachers, librarians, or even patrons 
themselves may also find the visual representation in this report useful and informative.

Selections Options

Example Report

Back to Top

Patron Programs
Patron Programs
See  or other program information for selected patrons.Lexile

Use(s)

Run this report to get a list of patrons and their Lexile/reading level along with grade and homeroom information to help you see trends.
Track how students and different grades, schools, etc are progressing in their Lexile level over time.

http://support.companioncorp.com/display/ALEX/Patron+Lexiles


Selections Options

Example Report

Lexile option Lexile History option

Back to Top

Reading Counts Information
Reading Counts Information

Generates a list of titles with their Reading Counts points, reading levels, and test numbers

This information is saved in the 526 MARC field.

Use(s)

Librarians and teachers can run this report to get a list of titles within a specified reading level and/or point count range for reading assignments, 
lessons, or activities.



Selections

Titles with a test: Choose whether to include titles with a test, without a test, or either.

Options

Example Report

Back to Top

Titles with Lexile Score
Titles with Lexile Score

Generates a list of titles and their Lexile scores

This information is saved in the 521_a MARC field.

Use(s)

Librarians and teachers can run this report to get a list of titles within a specified Lexile range for reading assignments, lessons, or activities.

http://support.companioncorp.com/display/ALEX/Item+Lexiles


Selections Options

Example Report

Back to Top

Titles with No Lexile Score
Titles with No Lexile Score

Generates a list of titles that don't have a Lexile score listed in the 521_a MARC field

Use(s)

Run this report at the beginning or end of the school year to see which titles need to have a Lexile score added.

Use an import to add or update Lexile information in the 521 MARC field for existing titles. Or, individually add or update a title's Lexile 
information on the  of a title record.tabPrograms 
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Selections Options

Example Report

Back to Top
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